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The Collins Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Scenic Walks in Killarney: A Walking Guide, Jim Ryan, Nowhere
in Ireland is there such a rich diversity of walks as Killarney.
Thousands visit every year to walk in the beautiful landscape for
which Killarney is renowned, and until now there has been no
guidebook for these walks. Jim Ryan has compiled eighteen of
Killarney's most interesting low-level walks, providing excellent
photographs, precise directions and the length, time and
difficulties of each. Each walk has a map indicating important
features. Walks vary in duration from an hour to a day, from flat
walking to more challenging rambles. Four of the walks are
nature trails that follow markers, with the flora, fauna and
landscape at each described. Jim takes readers through the
town of Killarney, out to Muckross and Torc, down to Ross
Island, and on peaceful strolls in the countryside. One of the
walks includes a boat trip through Killarney's lakes. Woven into
the route descriptions are historical notes, anecdotes, folklore
and natural history to add to the walker's enjoyment. This is a
book to be used and put away, then taken out again, for the
visitor to Killarney, having savoured...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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